Benign Paroxysmal Vertigo of Childhood
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Abstract

The aim of the article is to describe a case of benign paroxysmal vertigo (BPV) in childhood. It emphasizes the fact that every dizziness is not vertigo and every vertigo is not benign paroxysmal positional vertigo. BPV in childhood often goes unrecognized. This case report aims at creating awareness about this benign and self-limiting disorder.
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Introduction

Benign paroxysmal vertigo (BPV) is a disorder of early childhood that was first described by Basser in 1964. The BPV is characterized by recurrent episodes of brief disequilibrium. Typically, the onset is at 3 to 4 years of age. Sometimes, it can present late at the age of 7 or 8 years.

The pathogenesis of BPV is not yet fully understood. BPV typically occurs in healthy children without any history of major illness in the past. The attacks usually occur in clusters. The attacks in a cluster occur daily for several days, then it might remit for several weeks, and recur again as another cluster. There is no residual disability after the attacks.

The semiology of the attack is, the child appears frightened and feels a spinning sensation, i.e., vertigo. He or she may reach out to maintain the balance. The attack may be associated with nystagmus and autonomic symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, and diaphoresis. To prevent the fall, the older children might grab nearby persons or furniture for support. Episodes usually last less than a minute and are not associated with an altered consciousness.

The otological, neurological, or radiological examination is normal. The calorics testing may show abnormal finding in the form of complete unilateral or bilateral canal paresis suggestive of vestibular dysfunction. This condition occurs in attacks and cease after the attacks. Imaging of the brain and EEG are normal.

As per the current evidence, BPV is regarded as migraine equivalent. A large number of follow-up studies show that most of the children suffering from BPV develop some features typical of migraine during adulthood. Other studies show that most of the children have also a positive family history of migraine.

Case Report

A 11-year-old boy came with history of attacks of vertigo from 4 years. He was apparently alright 4 years ago. The attacks are sudden, unprovoked, and not related to change in the body or head position. The attacks usually occur in clusters. The attacks in a cluster occur daily for several days, then it might remit for several weeks, and recur again as another cluster.

The attacks usually occur in clusters. The attacks in a cluster occur daily for several days, then it might remit for several weeks, and recur again as another cluster. There is no residual disability after the attacks.

The attacks range from 10 minutes to 5 hours in duration. The child becomes restless during the attacks and prefers not to sit at one place. He runs and grabs his parents. He cries and holds his parents tightly. Some of the attacks are associated with vomiting. The triggers for getting such attacks is playing for long hours, theme park rides, and sitting in a giant wheel. The child is well between the attacks. The attacks recur every 6 months.

He denies associated headache, tinnitus, deafness, photophobia, phonophobia during, after, or between the attacks. There is no history of loss of consciousness during or after the episodes. There is no history of otitis media. There is no personal or family history of epilepsy. The neurological and otological examinations are normal. The MRI brain and the EEG are normal. Patient was treated with (1) lifestyle modifications, (2) prophylactic medications, and (3) acute medications.
(1) **Lifestyle modifications:** He was advised to keep a regular routine of his daily activities. He was also advised to keep same schedule of his meals and the sleep routine. He was advised to avoid lack of sleep, excess exposure to sunlight, loud sounds, strong smells, bright lights, etc.

(2) **Prophylactic medications:** He was given prophylaxis of migraine in the form of propranolol 5 mg OD and magnesium supplementation.

(3) **Acute medications:** Patient reported that he feels better with betahistine for the acute attacks. It was started to him by his previous physician. He was advised to take the same.

**Discussion**

The benign paroxysmal vertigo is an important childhood disorder that needs early recognition. The counseling of the parents regarding the benign nature of the disorder helps to relieve their anxiety. The diagnosis of childhood BPV is established by the recurrent brief attacks of vertigo occurring without any warning, usually starting in the first decade of life in the absence of a significant medical history and resolving spontaneously.

Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood is regarded as a variant of migraine. It has been included in the recent International classification of headache disorders-3 (ICHD-3). The ICD code for the BPV is 1.6.2.

Following diagnostic criteria are proposed by the ICHD-3.

**Diagnostic Criteria**

A. At least five attacks fulfilling criteria B and C.

B. Vertigo* occurring without warning, maximal at onset and resolving spontaneously after minutes to hours without loss of consciousness.

C. At least one of the following associated symptoms or signs:

1. Nystagmus
2. Ataxia
3. Vomiting
4. Pallor
5. Fearfulness

D. Normal neurological examination and audiometric and vestibular functions between attacks

E. Not attributed to another disorder.**

The neurological, otological, and radiological examinations are normal. The caloric testing might show vestibular dysfunction. Horizontal semicircular canal paresis or paralysis is seen in some children with BPV; in some, the excitability of the horizontal semicircular canal remains normal. We did not use the vestibular evoked myogenic potential (VEMP) and caloric testing during the diagnostic procedure in this patient. The dysfunction of the VEMP indicates saccular dysfunction. Dysfunction of the VEMP in BPV is described by some authors.

One of the theories for the pathogenesis of migraine is cerebral vasospasms. If the vasospasm occurs in labyrinthine artery perfusion, it can cause ischemia of the inner ear and trigger the symptoms seen in the BPV. Transcranial doppler (TCD) measurements and high stimulus rate brainstem evoked potentials (BEPS) have further supported this theory. High stimulus rate BEPS indicates synaptic dysfunction. The TCD detects changes in cerebral blood flow velocity.
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